
 
Instructors: See the Instructor’s page for contact information. 
                                                                       INTRO WORKSHOPS  
SELF-HEALING WITH OLHT: Two-Hour - Join us for a fascinating, experiential training on energy healing. 
We will discuss how life force energy flows, how we create reality and how we can become healthier employing 
the six sacred practices: meditation, visualization, sound work, breath work, movement and sacred ceremony 
and how to heal ourselves with hands-on healing. Our OLHT instructor will lead us in several key self-healing 
exercises and a healing meditation, focusing on facilitating the release of stress and illness to promote optimal 
health. Afterwards, the instructor will answer questions and discuss the upcoming One Light Healing Touch 
School.  For the schedule go to: http://www.onelighthealingtouch.com/html/school_locations.html 
 

INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS 
A DAY OF HEALING: One-Day Workshop. Experience six self-healing practices to deepen your personal 
healing and increase spiritual awareness, including: meditation, visualization, sound work, breath work, 
movement and sacred ceremony, and learn three profoundly effective healing techniques for healing yourself 
and others – Scanning, Radiant, and Color healing. 
 
ACCESS YOUR HEALING POTENTIAL: Two-Day - Explore the ancient, spiritual art of hands-on healing. 
Learn key healing practices and techniques to heal yourself and others from an instructor of the respected, One 
Light Healing Touch Healer Training School. Learn to access, strengthen and apply the healing energies, which 
we all possess. Learn practices and techniques to enhance your immune system, clear emotional and physical 
blockages, increase understanding and awareness and bring greater balance and wholeness to your body, mind 
and spirit.  
 
PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATION: One-Day - Our Practitioner Certification Program focuses on the 
process of knowing and understanding the subtle energetics and telltale signs of various core issues. Discussions 
about sharing these issues and symptoms with the client, as well as strategies for choosing combinations of 
healing techniques and practices, for immediate application and follow-up sessions. We'll discuss the skill of 
discernment: determining whether to accept a client, how to conduct a telephone interview, keys to booking 
clients, preparing for the client's arrival, conducting the session and follow-ups, post-session clean-outs, follow-
up communication procedures, confirming a client's future sessions and all the necessary information and 
support material to conduct a top tier session. Further, we'll discuss how to characterize, promote and advertise 
your practice, as well as provide the in-depth information on presenting Open Evenings, Weekend Trainings, 
and more. Graduates receive an embossed OLHT Certificate and a seven year listing on the OLHT Certified 
Practitioner website page.  

COURSES 
BASIC TRAINING: Eighteen-Day - This training offers valuable tools for everyone in the holistic arena and all 
those seeking personal growth and self-healing. We take a comprehensive, multi-leveled, heart centered and 
grounded approach towards health and healing. Graduates receive a Certificate of Completion. 
TRAINING INCLUDES: 
1. TEACHINGS ON THE NATURE OF ENERGY  - A thorough presentation of the principles, laws and sacred 
uses of energy creates a solid foundation for training as a healer. 
2. PREPARING AND CLEANSING THE HEALER  - An exploration of four areas of preparation essential for 
all healing modalities. 
a) Grounding: Proper grounding allows healers to stay present for themselves and for their clients. Learning to 
heal ourselves while staying within the physical body is essential to our spiritual growth and evolution.  
b) Clearing the Auric Field: This avoids the imbalances caused by holding onto the energy of clients and others.   
c) Eliminating Obsolete Programming: Learning to effectively release our old programming and freeing 
ourselves of our pasts is key to all personal growth and especially to healing work. 
d) Connecting to Source: Accessing Source teaches us how to live, how to know our purpose for being, and how 
to find our place in the world. This is a vital part of the process of helping someone to heal. 
 
3. TOOLS FOR SELF-HEALING  - We teach 50 of the sacred self-healing practices, including: Meditation, 
Visualization, Sound-work, Breath-work, Movement and Sacred Ceremony 
 
4. TOOLS FOR HEALING OTHERS  - We will learn a myriad of sacred and effective, spiritual, holistic and 
hands-on healing methods, including: Radiant, Magnetic, Color, Chakra, Clairvoyant, Heart, Higher-self, Male  
 



& Female, Christ & Mary Consciousness, Archangelic, Ten Distance Healing Modalities, Initiations into White 
Light, Energy Awareness Training and much more. 
 
MASTERS TRAINING: 10 to 18 Days - (pre-requisite: graduate of the Basic Training). The Masters Training 
includes some of the most beautiful, empowering, purifying, and important Spiritual teachings, initiations and 
healing techniques that any healer or indeed any evolving spiritual person may ever hope to experience. We 
work with The Merkabah Breath, The Kundalini and The Fire Breath, Out of Body Healing, Shamanic Soul 
Retrieval, The Infinite Soul, Akashic Records Exploration, Team Healing, Crystal Healing, Earth Grid Healing, 
Chiron, St. Germaine and Metatron Initiations; Master Spirit Guide and enlightenment work and much more. 
It's a rare treat to find these tools being offered anywhere, let alone together!  
 
TEACHER TRAINING: 10 Days - This training is inclusive of all the information necessary to open an OLHT 
School and to train students to become exemplary healers. The various areas of training include: Presenting 
spiritual and energy based healing concepts from the esoteric, Shamanic, holistic, energetic, and hands-on 
healing formats. Leading students in 50 Healing Practices in the categories of Meditation, Visualization, Sound 
work, Breath work, Movement and Sacred Ceremony. Leading 33 Healing Techniques, from Radiant, Chakra, 
Color, Magnetic, Heart, Male/Female, Christ, Clairvoyant, Archangelic, and Past-life, to Distance healing. 
Initiating students into higher states of consciousness. Reading individual students to better understand them. 
Holding the group energy. Answering questions and giving information to which the answers are known by the 
trainer, and channeling answers to questions that are unknown to the trainer. The training also includes 
information on enrolling, advertising and publicity.  
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TESTIMONIALS AND PRACTITIONER FEEDBACK 
 

“If you are interested in being a healer this is the place to go. The OLHT school is very diverse. The 
teachings about the nature of human experience and our relationship to Spirit, is rock solid. And the 
personal healing one is able to do in the training is really remarkable - you will NEVER be bored.”  
 — Haleya Priest, Massage Therapist and Psychotherapist 
 
“The OLHT training has profoundly impacted both my personal and professional life. I have realized deep 
personal growth and learned invaluable energy healing tools for my work.” — Martha Sullivan, RN 
 
"OLHT has helped me to transform myself in profound ways; where 10 years of psychotherapy, and 18 
years of TM had only scratched the surface."  — S.A., Student  
 
“OLHT has influenced me greatly because it has demystified the mystical and deeply stimulated my sense 
of possibility.” — Debbie Karel, Psychotherapist  
 
“After taking the OLHT school, life now feels magical, more filled with mystery. It’s exciting & interesting. 
I feel rejuvenated in every way.”  — K.R., IBM Software Engineer 
 
"After years of coping with depression and anxiety, they're now gone. OLHT has given me back my life.  I 
feel love and at peace again.” — J.N., Student 
 
“The trainings are extraordinary. Ron Lavin’s work is a light bridge between ancient and modern 
medicine, bringing celestial gifts to all. Everyone grows in deep personal and spiritual ways, opening to 
higher personal abilities.” — V. Schmidt, Germany 
 
"Just as Helen Keller discovered the meaning of language through the darkness, with Ron's guidance, I 
found myself penetrating the invisible realms of energy and spirit." —  Karen St. Pierre, Exec. Dir.,  
Omega Institute 
 
"Ron Lavin is one of the major healers and teachers of the healing arts of our generation and his work is 
both profound and impeccable.”  — Rick Jarow, Ph.D., author, Creating the Work You Love 
 
“Ron Lavin combines ancient spiritual wisdom, skilled healing techniques, and his own experience of love 
and wisdom to facilitate the release of problems.”  — Vernon Sylvest, M.D., author, Who Gets Sick,  
Who Gets Well 

 
“Ron Lavin interweaves Divine inspiration with heartfelt compassion to create transformational healing 
experiences.”  — Peter Russell, Ph.D., author, The Global Brain; The Creative Manager 
 
"Ron Lavin is an inspired visionary and a dynamic force for planetary transformation, who works with 
heart, humor and integrity.” — Barbara Marx Hubbard, author, The Revelation: Our Crisis Is A Birth 
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